
SOUTH WEST CHARTERING
continuing to specialize in Polar Chartering

Over 40 years providing ice-strengthened ships for expeditions to the Arctic and
Antarctic — for charter — for purchase

Our service includes all other types of survey vessels

Contact: Polar Department, South West Chartering (UK) Limited, Suite Five, Lloyds Wharf, I
Street, London SE5 2BA Tel 01 231 8565 Telex 886819 Fax 01 231 3712

Member of the Baltic Exchange

ANNOUNCEMENTS
POLAR RECORD BACK NUMBERS 1931 -87 (1-147)
are available from Bluntisham Books, Oak House, East
Street, Bluntisham PE17 3LS, UK, Tel (1487) 840 449.
Prices: Pre-1982 (1-129) £2.50 each; 1982-85
(130-141) £5.00 each; 1986-87 (142-47) £10.00
each. Postage extra.

ADVERTISING IN Polar Record
Quarter page (118 x 81 mm): £50.00 (US$90.00)
Half page (240 x 81 mm or 118 x 165): £70.00

(US$130.00)
Whole page (240 mm x 165 mm): £100.00

(US$180.00)
Flier (A4 or A5): £100.00 (US$180.00)
Announcements: £2.00 per column line.

VAT of 15% is payable on all UK orders. Please send
payment or an official orderform with your order. There
are negotiable discounts for running the same advertis-
ment in three successive issues. We make up adver-
tisments (from £20.00) and print fliers (from £50.00) by
arrangement.

Contact the Editor, Polar Record,
Scott PolarResearch Institute, Lensfield Road,

Cambridge CB2 1ER.UK.

ADVENTURE CRUISES

ANTARCTICA
Join Mountain Travel on our Norwegian adven-
ture ship, the MV Nordbrise. Our inaugural
season itineraries include two 17-day cruises to
the Falkland Islands on November 25 and March
8, and seven cruises along the Antarctic Penin-
sula departing on December 9, December 25,
January 4, January 17, January 29, February 10
and February 22. Come enjoy the exotic wildlife,
tumbling glaciers, and the rare opportu nity to set
foot on the "Last Continent".

Please contact:
Mountain Travel
6420 Fairmount Avenue, Dept.175
El Cerrito, CA 94530 USA
Phone: (415) 527-8100, ext. 175
FAX: (415) 525-7710

Each departure is limited to just 39 passengers, so
make your reservations early I
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the journal Arctic
• A treasured high-quality academic journal

covering all disciplines and technologies;
published continually for 42 years

• All issues offer primary northern research, along
with provocative editorals, reviews and profiles

An indispensible aid to northern research
Arctic should be on the desk of every northern scholar for

state-of-the-art Arctic information

Available by direct subscription, along with
Information North monthly and What's Neio,
or through membership in the Arctic Institute

2500 University Drive NW
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2N 1N4

I Polar and

A new abstracting journal produced by the
Scott Polar Research Institute, replacing
Recent Polar and Glaciological Literature,
the widest-circulation bibliography devoted
to polar subjects

* provides wide, annotated coverage of
books, papers, reports and reviews on all
aspects of polar life and science, both Arctic
and Antarctic

* subject, author and geographic indexes will
cumulate annually

* for further details contact:
Journals Publicity Department
Cambridge University Press
FREEPOST
Edinburgh Building
Shaftesbury Road
Cambridge CB2 1ER

SCOTT POLAR RESEARCH INSTITUTE
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE

Opportunities in Graduate Studies

M.Phil in Polar Studies Visiting scholars
A one-year post-graduate course leading to the The Institute provides facilities for advanced
degree if Master of Philosophy, providing a scholars wishing to pursue their own
broad background of polar knowledge and courses of study and research for periods of
opportunity to study one topic in depth. Some between a few weeks and one year.
60 seminars cover the natural environment,
peoples, history, resources, development and Facil it ies
administration of the Arctic and Antarctic T h e | n s t j t u t e , s r e s e g r c h f a c | | | t | e s j n c l u d e t h e

9 ' world's finest polar library, outstanding
archival collections and specialized laborato-

Pfr.D and M.Sc Studies ries, including two cold rooms (-40°C).

Courses leading to Ph.D and M.Sc are avail-
able. Many programmes relate to current Cambridge University
research areas within the Institute. Options The University now accommodates some
include glaciology, polar oceanography, marine 12,000 undergraduate and graduate stu-
biology, geophysics, remote sensing, history, dents and has a long tradition of excellence
anthropology, native rights and northern affairs. in teaching and research.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS APPLY TO: THE DIRECTOR, SCOTT POLAR
RESEARCH INSTITUTE, UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE

CAMBRIDGE CB21ER UK
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postage. POSTMASTER: send address changes in the USA and Canada to Polar Record, Cambridge
University Press, 110 Midland Avenue, Port Chester, New York, NY 10573.

Claimsfor missing issues can be considered only if made immediately after receipt of the subsequent issue.

Back issues
For vols 1-23 inclusive apply to Bluntisham Books, Oak House, East Street, Bluntisham, Huntingdon, PE17
3LS, UK. For vols 24 onward apply to Cambridge University Press, UK or USA.

Advertising
Prices appear in the advertisements section; for details apply to the Editor or to the publishers.

Advice to contributors
Polar Record publishes original articles (2000 to 8000 words) and notes (usually less than 2000 words) of
current and historic polar interest. Manuscripts, maps and photographs are accepted on the understanding
that they are original, do not infringe copyright, and are not currently being offered elsewhere. Receipt is
acknowledged; manuscripts are submitted to referees and any rejected will normally be returned to the author
within six to eight weeks. Where the subject matter is appropriate, the Editor is usually prepared to advise
authors on ways of making their material acceptable.

Presentation
Typescripts should be double-spaced with 3 cm margins, on one side only of A4 or similar paper. Send two
copies and keep one for reference. Give name, affiliation and address of each author on the title page, noting
which authorthe Editor corresponds with. Followthe style of articles and notes in the most recent issue of Polar
Record.
Articles should start with an abstract of 150-250 words and a table of major headings; secondary and tertiary
headings are not listed. Indicate in margins where tables and illustrations fit. Footnotes are discouraged;
places where they are considered essential are marked in text with a superscript number, and the footnotes
are listed at the end before the References.
Notesare short articles, generally of less than 2000 words. They do not require an abstract ortableof headings,
but either the first or the final paragraph should summarize the content.
References (essential ones only, please) are cited in text; full references appear in the listing under References
at the end; for forms of citations and references see the most recent issue of Polar Record. Authors alone are
responsible (orthe accuracy of their references. References to privately printed or other unpublished reports
and data are not accepted unless copies of the material are freely available from a named library or similar
repository. Tables should be kept as simple as possible and typed on separate sheets. They will normally be
fitted across the single- or double-column page, only exceptionally lengthwise.
Illustrations. Drawings, maps and diagrams must be of professional standard, with lettering and numbers
pencilled in clearly. Authors may be charged for re-drawing if an illustration is inadequate. They should if
possible allow for about one-third reduction in width to fit a column (7.8 cm) or page (16.4 cm). Photographs
(black and white only) that add substantially to the material are welcome. Glossy prints with high contrast,
about one-third oversize, generally reproduce well.

Contributions on disc
The Editor welcomes contributions on floppy discs. The most suitable format is Apple Macintosh 3.5" disc.
Output from a wide variety of word processing packages can be accepted, but in case of doubt, a MacWrite-
compatible document should be produced. Diagrams also can be transferred on Macintosh discs. Discs from
other microcomputers may be acceptable if the text is in the form of an ASCII file, with no word processing
codes. TAB characters are acceptable. Currently, Polar Record can accept discs from Acorn BBC and Torch
microcomputers, Amstrad PCW series microcomputers and, less readily, IBM PC compatible machines (5.25"
discs only). If in doubt, please consult the Editor.
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